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A GENERAL MATTERS

1. LOCATION

The property stands in a block of similar style terraced houses on the north side of 

********, a side road running off the main A56 Walmersley Road a short distance to 

the north of Bury town centre.  This is a well established and quite heavily built up 

but popular residential area.  Everyday amenities are close to hand.  There are no 

factors connected with the location of the property likely to adversely affect value or 

future saleability.

2. DESCRIPTION

Property comprises a garden fronted mid terraced house probably built around 1905. 

The property is of fairly plain architectural style but the front elevation is relieved by 

a single storey bay window.  The main body of the house has a frontage of around 

5.20 metres and a build depth of approximately 9.40 metres.  There is a two storey 

rear outrigger (kitchen with bathroom above) measuring approximately 3.00 metres x 

3.20 metres.  We calculate the gross external floor area of the living accommodation, 

on two floors, to be 118.4 sq metres or thereabouts. 

The front  elevation to  the  property stands  back from the rear  edge of  the  public 

footpath by around 3.10 metres.   The site is roughly rectangular in plan having a 

frontage  of  5.20  metres  and  a  depth  of  approximately  21.20  metres  giving  a 

superficial site area of around 110 sq metres.

3. CONSTRUCTION

Elevations are an early form of cavity brickwork with a thin, somewhat unattractive 

and rather out of character, textured paint finish.  Roof areas are framed in timber and 

covered in grey slate.  Floors are mainly of suspended timber construction but the 

ground floor is solid to the entrance vestibule and in the kitchen.  

4. ACCOMMODATION

Ground Floor

Entrance vestibule (0.98m x 1.32m)

Inner hallway/staircase

Front living room (3.72m max x 4.3m max plus bay window)

Rear dining room (3.87m max x 4.31m max)

Kitchen (2.42m x 3.44m max) plus understairs store
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First Floor

Landing

Bedroom 1 (front right) (2.59m max plus doorway x 4.3m max)

Bedroom 2 (front left) (2.26m x 3.32m)

Bedroom 3 (rear) (3.24m max x 3.74m plus fitted wardrobes)

Bathroom/wc (2.43m x 3.06m)

Outside

Shallow front forecourt and small private rear yard partly occupied by a small garage 

with access from the rear street.

B. LEGAL MATTERS  

1. TENURE

The  vendors  advised  that  the  property  is  freehold  but  your  legal  adviser  should 

confirm.

2. LOCAL AUTHORITY

Bury Metropolitan Borough Council.

3. BOUNDARIES

Boundaries  are  well  defined  on  site  and  their  condition  will  be  described  under 

section C13.  We have no reason to believe that there may have been any disputes as 

to the definition of the boundaries but your legal adviser will confirm and may also be 

able  to  confirm ownership  of  boundaries  and  consequent  maintenance  liabilities. 

However, party boundaries are probably a joint responsibility.

4. EASEMENTS AND RIGHTS OF WAY

We are not aware of any onerous or unusual easements or restrictions affecting the 

property but your legal adviser will confirm.

5. ROADS

Malvern Road is made up and adopted for maintenance at public expense and we are 

not aware of any outstanding road charges.  The rear street is also made up and is 

probably an adopted public highway but your legal adviser will confirm.  
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6. PLANNING AND LOCAL AUTHORITY NOTICES

We have made no enquiries of the Local Planning Authority but we are not aware of 

any adverse planning proposals and we have no reason to believe that the property 

may be subject to any outstanding Local Authority notices. 

7. MINING,SUBSIDENCE AND ENVIRONMENTAL MATTERS

The British Geological Survey maps of the area show the immediate underlying sub 

soil to be of bolder clay.  Rock and coal reserves are shown at greater depths.  This 

area may have been undermined during past coal working operations and your legal 

adviser should obtain a mining report from the Coal Authority.  This will give details 

of  past,  present  or  proposed  mine  workings  in  the  vicinity.   However,  any  coal 

extraction in the area is likely to have ceased many years ago and ground movement 

resulting from coal workings should long since have ceased.  There is, however, some 

evidence  that  the  property  has  been  affected  to  a  minor  degree  by  past 

ground/foundation damage and this could be of coal mining origin.  The property is 

free from any significant cracking or distortion but there has been some movement on 

the front elevation where the entrance door opening is a little off square, the head of 

the  door  frame falling towards  the  party wall  with no.  3,  which has  rather  more 

pronounced evidence of settlement along the line of the party wall between the two 

properties on its front elevation.  In addition, the stone sill to the front of the bay 

window falls slightly out  of  level in the same direction.  Internally,  movement  is 

reflected in slight sloping of floors, particularly adjacent to the party wall with no.3 

where the staircase also tilts slightly out of level and also in the living room and the 

dining room where the floors crown slightly towards their centres.

However, we found nothing to indicate that any movement has occurred recently or is 

likely  to  be  progressive  and  the  risk  of  any  future  subsidence,  under  normal 

conditions,  is  considered  remote.   However,  we  do  draw  your  attention  to  the 

presence of part mature trees on the public footpath to the front.  These appear to be 

sycamores and the nearest tree is around 4.5m from the front elevation.  This is close 

enough  for  the  tree  to  be  a  potential  danger  (see  enclosed  trees  and  buildings  

information sheet).  There is certainly evidence that the trees have disturbed the low 

stone block front boundary walls to a number of properties in the street and the risk of 

damage to the house foundations cannot be entirely ignored.  You should, therefore, 

maintain full buildings insurance cover although any liability for damage caused by 

the trees would presumably lie with the Local Highways Authority.  There is some 
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very minor stepped cracking showing through the textured paint finish to the left hand 

side of the bay window base wall but this cracking is clearly of some age and we do 

not consider it to be of any structural concern.  

 

C. CONDITION  

1. ROOFS

Externally, the roof areas were inspected from ground level with the aid of binoculars 

and the single storey bay roof was inspected from the top of a ladder.

Over the main body of the property,  the roof is pitched from front to rear.   Roof 

slopes dip slightly and there are resultant “hogs” over the party walls.   However, 

these are common features along the terrace and simply reflect minor deflection of 

the  main  timbers  spanning between the load bearing party walls.   This will  have 

occurred early in the life of the building. The degree of deflection is not excessive in 

a property of this age and no further movement is now likely.  

The  grey  slate  covering  dates  from original  construction  and  was  seen  to  be  in 

generally satisfactory condition.  A few slates have broken corners whilst one or two 

others have been refixed in the past using metal hooks (known as tingles).  However, 

whilst it is only reasonable to anticipate occasional maintenance liabilities on a roof 

covering of this age, there is nothing to indicate that it will not function satisfactorily 

for a good number of years if kept in good order.  

The lower pitch roof over the rear outrigger is of a simple lean to design and again 

shows slight deflection, a common feature to other properties in the terrace, but not to 

an excessive degree.  The slate covering is in the same condition as on the main roof. 

The lead flashing at the head of the roof appeared to be in good order although the 

left hand end of the flashing is not covered by a replacement softwood fascia board. 

This  board  does  require  some  decorative  finishing  and  you  may wish  to  have  it 

extended to cover the end of the flashings so reducing the risk of any wind blown rain 

penetration.

The front bay roof is of a hipped lean to design.  The original grey slates have a rather 

poor, flaking textured paint finish and this has also been applied over the old lead 

flashings to the roof area.  The roof does appear to be weathertight at present and, 
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therefore,  no  immediate  repairs  are  required  but  you  may  wish  to  budget  for 

replacement of the roof covering and flashings to improve appearance.

Internally,  there is only access to the main roof space, the roof timbers above the 

bathroom being concealed by a sloping plaster on lath ceiling.  As this probably dates 

from  original  construction,  it  is  almost  certain  that  the  outrigger  roof  does  not 

incorporate  any  form  of  thermal  insulation  and,  therefore,  the  bathroom will  be 

relatively expensive to heat.  

Access to the main roof is by way of a hatch on the landing.  The roof is framed in 

timber  in  a  conventional  manner  using  large  section  beams  (purlins)  spanning 

between the party walls.   The purlins  support  the rafters which in  turn carry the 

batons onto which the roof slates are nailed.  Whilst we have made no calculations, 

the roof timbers were found to be adequately sized and supported for normal loading 

and free from any significant deflection or distortion.

The  timbers  were  very  dusty  but  selective  examination  revealed  no  evidence  of 

disease or beetle infestation (see section C13 regarding roof timbers to the garage).  

There is no underfelt to provide a secondary barrier beneath the slates and, therefore, 

the roof covering will need to be kept in good condition to reduce the risk of any 

damp penetration affecting the living accommodation below.  Backfill mortar (known 

as torching) applied behind the slates and batons as a crude form of water proofing 

remains largely intact.  The slates and their fixing nails were found to be in generally 

good condition given the age of the property and the roof does appear to be weather 

tight at present.  There is evidence of some past damp penetration through/around the 

chimney but this appears to have been eradicated (see comments under section C2).  

The roof  space  is  well  insulated  using fibreglass  quilting  but  this  does  lie  rather 

untidily in parts and is also somewhat dusty.  Where possible, the insulation should 

be redressed neatly between the joists to an even depth and you may wish to have 

additional  insulation  provided  to  meet  the  now recommended  minimum depth  of 

200mm so reducing energy costs.  Care should be taken not to cover electrical cable 

and fittings  as  these  could overheat  and  even cause  an  outbreak of  fire.   Where 

possible, cable should be lifted above the insulation and run on timber batons nailed 

to the joists.  
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A  well  insulated  roof  space  could  be  very  cold  in  the  winter  months  with  a 

consequent risk of condensation forming on the undersides of the slates.  This could 

result in mould growth, decay and rusting of metal fixings, so impairing the stability 

of the roof, and could also saturate insulation reducing its efficiency and staining the 

ceilings below.  A well insulated roof space should really be ventilated to reduce the 

risk of a build up of condensation and we recommend fitting of patent ventilating tiles 

to the lower roof slopes if additional insulation is installed.   

2. CHIMNEY STACKS AND FLASHINGS

The shared brick chimney stack rising above the right hand end of the main roof ridge 

was seen to be in reasonable condition but there are some frost damaged bricks to the 

rear.  These bricks should really be cut out and replaced to reduce the risk of any 

damp penetration through the chimney and this work can be undertaken as part of 

routine  maintenance  when  the  roof  covering  is  next  overhauled.   The  chimney 

brickwork is generally well pointed.  There are some minor areas of damage to the 

edges of the stone capping around the top of the chimney but no immediate repairs 

are required.  Lead flashings around the chimney appeared to be in good order.  The 

front and rear flues have been fitted with metal gas terminals.  The central two flues 

are no longer in use and have probably been capped off using slates or similar.

3. RAINWATER GOODS AND WASTEPIPES

It did not rain during our inspection and we cannot, therefore, report conclusively on 

the water tightness of gutters etc.  The front main roof slope runs to a timber gutter. 

This is supported on mild steel brackets.  The gutter is well painted but does show 

evidence of leakage at a rotting joint just beyond the line of the right hand party wall 

and at a rather awkward joint to a pvc gutter on no.3 where the downspout is located. 

The gutter joint should be sealed as necessary but you may find it difficult to keep 

these joints watertight.  

The pvc rainwater  goods to the front bay roof are in reasonable condition but do 

require cleaning of leaves and other debris and you may find some of the gutter joints 

drip and require sealing.  The downspout discharges into the front garden.  

To the rear, the pvc guttering to the main roof was seen to be in good condition and it 

has a generous fall to a downspout on no. 3.  However, this gutter has a very poor 

joint with a rotting timber gutter on no. 7 and again you may find it difficult to keep 
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this weather tight until such time as the neighbouring owners replace their guttering. 

The old pvc rainwater goods to the outrigger roof are in fairly poor condition.  The 

gutter has an untidy textured paint finish and the downspout has been repaired using 

tape  at  joints  and  to  the  fixing  brackets.   Replacement  components  should  be 

provided.  The downspout discharges onto the flat roof to the garage from where a 

pvc gutter and downspout run into a back inlet gulley.  

Pvc wastepipes from the bathroom run into a pvc hopper head and downspout.  There 

is some moss growth at the joint beneath the hopper head and this should be sealed as 

necessary.  The downspout runs into an open gulley along with pvc wastepipes from 

the kitchen.  The cast iron soil stack has a pvc branch pipe serving the wc.  These 

components appeared to be in serviceable condition but they do have a rather untidy 

textured paint finish and you may, therefore, wish to have a new pvc stack provided.  

4. MAIN WALLS

The foundations/footings were not, of course, exposed for inspection as this would 

require expensive excavation.  Accordingly,  we cannot  confirm the stability of  the 

walls  from their  support  but  we  have  drawn  what  conclusions  we  can  from the 

evidence available above ground and we noted no significant cracking or distortion to 

suggest  foundation  problems  or  ground  movement.  Accordingly,  the  underlying 

structure would appear to be stable but you must accept the risk of hidden defects 

below ground. 

Elevations are of cavity stock brick construction with stone detailing, including lintels 

and sills to most of the door and window openings.  All elevations with the exception 

of the left hand flank wall to the outrigger have a rather dull and somewhat out of 

character textured paint finish.  There are some minor cracks in the paintwork and 

these will  allow rainwater to become trapped between the paintwork and the wall 

faces.  The trapped rainwater will then freeze and expand causing widening of cracks 

and eventual failure of the paintwork.  In addition, there will be a risk of frost damage 

to brickwork.  You may, therefore, wish to budget for early removal of the textured 

paintwork  so  that  the  elevations  can  be  cleaned  and  repointed  to  improve  their 

appearance.

One defect likely to be affecting cavity walls in a property of this age is corrosion and 

failure  of,  or  lack of,  metal  ties  connecting the  two skins  of  brick (see  attached 
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reference sheet 9).  The elevations remain reasonably plumb but drill holes to the 

adjoining houses indicate that remedial cavity wall ties have been installed thereto 

and  we  recommend,  therefore,  that  you  instruct  a  specialist  contractor  to  install 

remedial wall ties as soon as possible.

We were  unable  to  determine  whether  the  property was  built  with  a  damp proof 

course and whether any remedial works may have been carried out in the past.  The 

vendors  advised  that  they  have  no  knowledge  of  any  past  damp  proofing  works 

having been carried out but we do suspect that a chemical damp proof course has 

been  installed  at  some  time.   Your  legal  adviser  may  find  a  guarantee  or  other 

documentation to confirm.  Further comments are made under section C7.  

Sub floor ventilation is inadequate and this will  increase the risk of any moisture 

present beneath the floor causing decay to the timbers.  To the front, there is an old 

air brick between the bay window and the door opening but the ventilation has been 

partly obstructed by raised paving.  A modern pvc vent has been fitted between the 

bay window of the right hand party wall.  To the rear, there are three air vents directly 

beneath the sill to the dining room window and these may duct air flow down the 

cavity  and  beneath  the  floor  but  this  is  unlikely  to  be  a  particularly  efficient 

arrangement.  We recommend, therefore, that your contractor replaces the air bricks 

to the front, and inserts an additional air brick to the front of the bay window, and 

also provides at least two air bricks at ground level to the rear.  

5. FLOORS

Inspection was severely restricted by furniture and well fitted carpets etc.  We have 

no authority to lift fitted floor coverings and we cannot, therefore, confirm that floors 

are entirely free from defect but we have drawn what conclusions we can from the 

evidence available.

The first floor is of suspended timber construction with joists apparently spanning 

from front to rear in all areas although the joist to the bathroom may run from side to 

side.  The bathroom floor was concealed by vinyl  laid over hardboard or similar. 

Overall, the floor is reasonably level and firm to tread.  There are some minor slopes 

and deflections but the degree of irregularity is not excessive in a property of this age. 
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The ground floor is mainly of suspended timber construction and similar comments 

apply.  We noted no evidence of disease or beetle attack where carpet edges could be 

turned back.  Moisture content of the floor boards in these areas was recorded at an 

acceptable level.  However, the vendors do not know of any means of access to what 

is probably a relatively shallow sub floor void.  We cannot, therefore, confirm that 

this  is  dry  and  adequately  ventilated  (see  comments  under  section  C4)  and  that 

timbers are free from dampness or decay.  Whilst we have no reason to suspect any 

major deficiencies on the basis of the evidence available, the risk of hidden defects 

must  be accepted unless  you  can arrange for  the floor to  be  opened up  prior to 

purchase.  

The floor to the vestibule is of solid construction with a painted clay tile finish.  The 

tiles are in reasonable order.  The floor slopes slightly towards the party wall as a 

consequence  of  minor  past  ground  movement  but  the  degree  of  sloping  is  not 

excessive.  The kitchen floor is also of solid construction, probably concrete, but was 

entirely concealed by a vinyl covering.  This floor was found to be reasonably level. 

We are unable to confirm that the floor incorporates a damp proof membrane.  

6. INTERNAL WALLS, PARTITIONS AND CEILINGS 

Walls are mainly of plastered brick construction.  Selective testing revealed plaster to 

be in generally sound condition but it is a little uneven in parts.  You will almost 

certainly find areas of cracked, loose or otherwise defective plaster requiring patch 

repair during redecoration in a property of this age.  For some reason, a plasterboard 

dry lining has been fixed to the walls in the bay window area and you may wish to 

have  this  area  replastered  during  redecoration  (see  comments  under  section  C7). 

Some of the wall brackets and ceiling plaster in the bathroom was found to be in 

rather poor condition, the wall and ceiling surfaces in this area being stripped and 

awaiting redecoration.  

Most  of  the  first  floor  room  partitions  are  of  timber  framed  plaster  on  lath 

construction built directly on the floor structure.  Again, you will probably find that 

some of the plasterwork is in poor condition and requires repair or renewal during 

redecoration.   In  fact,  you  may  wish  to  have  these  partitions  refinished  with 

plasterboard.   The weight  of  the partitions  has caused the timber  floor to  deflect 

slightly with consequent minor distortion of door openings.  However, this will have 

occurred early in the life of the building and no further movement is now likely.
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Ceilings are mainly of the original plaster on lath and were noted to be reasonably 

level.   First  floor  ceilings  are  a  little  sagged and  uneven,  particularly  above  the 

staircase,  due  to  slight  deflection  of  the  small  section  joist  in  the  roof  space. 

However, this is no more than would be expected in a property of this age and is of 

no great  concern although you  may wish to have suspended plasterboard ceilings 

provided as rooms are refurbished.  Such a ceiling has been provided in bedroom two. 

There is a suspended acoustic tile ceiling in bedroom three.  The kitchen ceiling is of 

timber boarding.  

7. DAMPNESS

We have  already commented  on  evidence  of  some  past  damp  penetration  to  the 

chimney brickwork in the roof space (section C1) but we noted nothing to indicate 

that any significant damp penetration has affected the living accommodation.  There 

is evidence of some minor damp penetration to the upper rear right hand corner of the 

bathroom where an old corner chimney flue remains but any problems in this area 

have been eradicated by removal of the original chimney stack.

We  noted  some  minor  amounts  of  black  mould  growth  around  the  windows  to 

indicate that condensation may be an occasional nuisance, particularly during cold 

weather.  We enclose our condensation information sheet for your reference.  

Tests  using  the  “search”  and  “probe”  modes  of  an  electric  moisture  meter  to 

accessible parts of the lower ground floor internal walls produced normal readings in 

most areas indicating that any original or remedial damp proof course is generally 

functioning satisfactorily.  We did, however, record slightly high moisture content to 

the  plasterboard  dry linings  in  the  bay window area.   Any dampness  in  the  bay 

window base wall is likely to eventually cause deterioration to the plasterboard and 

appear  on the  wall  surfaces.   You may,  therefore,  wish to  have the  plasterboard 

removed  and the  brickwork  replastered,  to  a  damp  proofing  specification,  during 

future redecoration.  We also recorded some high moisture content to the base of the 

chimney breast in the living room and also to the right hand end of the rear wall in the 

dining room.  As yet,  there is no visible evidence of dampness in these areas and, 

therefore,  no  further  investigation  is  considered  necessary  at  this  stage  but  the 

position should be monitored.  
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8. CHIMNEY BREASTS, FIRES AND FLUES

There is a glass fronted living flame gas fire to a marble fireplace with a wooden 

mantle surround on the chimney breast in the living room.  The fire was operating at 

the time of our inspection and we have no reason to suspect any particular defects but 

it should be regularly serviced by a Corgi contractor to ensure efficiency and safety. 

There is an older gas fire to the chimney breast in the dining room.  The operation of 

this  fire  was not  tested and again it  should be  regularly serviced.   The chimney 

breasts will all pass through the two main bedrooms where the original fire openings 

have been sealed up.  

9. EXTERNAL WOODWORK AND DECORATIONS

External paintwork is generally satisfactory.

The softwood fascia board to the front main roof eaves was seen to be in reasonable 

condition.  The similar fascia boarding to the main rear roof eaves also appeared to be 

in good order but you will note our comments under section C1.  Softwood fascia 

boarding to the outrigger roof can be replaced along with the rainwater goods thereto. 

The front entrance door is of a hardwood panel type in reasonable order but there is 

some wear and tear to the old frame/surround.  The rear door is of a hardwood stable 

type in satisfactory operating condition but again with some deterioration to the feet 

of the old frame, which you may wish to have replaced before too long.

Windows are mainly upvc double glazed components.  No major defects were noted, 

the opening lights operating satisfactorily,  but the vendors advised that the double 

glazing is around ten years old.  Any original guarantees are likely to have expired. 

Double glazing of this age will not comply with current standards in terms of energy 

efficiency, security and provision of safety glazing where appropriate.  

An  old  single  glazed  softwood  window remains  to  bedroom three  and  is  in  fair 

condition but you may wish to budget for its early replacement.

10. INTERNAL JOINERY

Gloss painted timber skirting boards and door casings are in reasonable decorative 

order but do show some scuffs and scrapes commensurate with everyday occupation. 

Ground floor doors are of a modern hardwood panel type and were found to be in 

reasonable condition.  First floor doors are of the original timber panel design and are 
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in fair order but again show some wear and tear.  Opening lights to the double glazed 

windows operated satisfactorily where tested.  The enclosed staircase is rather steep 

but reasonably easy to use.  The underside is formed into a storage cupboard, which 

was rather cluttered at the time of our inspection, and there is a painted timber rail 

balustrade around the stairwell at first floor level.  There is an old panel door alcove 

cupboard  in  bedroom one,  a  reasonable  range  of  modest  quality  fitted  melamine 

furniture in bedroom three and a painted timber linen cupboard in the bathroom. 

11. KITCHEN AND SANITARY FITTINGS

The kitchen is fitted with a composition sink unit and mixer tap and a fair range of 

rather basic quality painted melamine flush door wall and base cupboards.  Most of 

the doors are ill  fitting and the units  do show general  wear and tear.   You may,  

therefore, wish to budget for early refurbishment of the kitchen.  Relatively modern 

laminate worktops have been fitted but the tile splashbacks are of some age and have 

been painted over. 

The bathroom has a reasonably modern three piece suite.  The fittings appeared to be 

in serviceable condition.  The operation of the electric shower over the bath was not 

tested.  

12. INTERNAL DECORATIONS

These  are  largely  a  matter  of  personal  taste  and  no  doubt  you  have  your  own 

proposals.   We think it  fair  to state that  this  property is  generally decorated to a 

reasonable, but certainly not exceptional, standard and you will probably find areas of 

fading, damage or discolouration when furniture and wall hangings are removed. 

13. GARDEN AREAS, BOUNDARIES AND OUTBUILDINGS

The small front garden is laid to a planting bed and slightly uneven concrete paving. 

There is similar paving to the rear yard.

The front boundary comprises low stone blocks (the original iron railings have been 

removed).  These have suffered slight displacement, probably caused by roots to the 

nearby trees (see section B7).  Party boundaries to the front comprise low stone kerb 

edgings.  Painted brick boundary walls to the yard are in reasonable order but the 

basic quality timber gate is showing some wear and tear.
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The garage is an infill structure incorporating the original left hand boundary wall. 

The garage is a little narrow for most modern cars and is presently used for storage. 

The right hand and rear walls are of fairly modern single skin, rather than cavity, 

brickwork with a textured paint finish.  This paintwork is loose and blistered in many 

areas and you  may wish to have it  removed.   There is  a pvc damp proof course 

located just above the slightly uneven concrete floor.  Unevenness to the floor is of no 

concern in an outbuilding.  The left hand wall has been built up slightly off the old 

brick boundary wall.  Brickwork is very damp in parts and some rather poor attempts 

have been made to provide a pvc flashing, largely covered in mortar, on top of stone 

copings that project through the wall and into the adjoining yard area.  This detailing 

is unlikely to be affective and you may wish to have a new lead flashing provided 

although some dampness through the boundary wall is effectively inevitable.  

The metal up and over door is of some age and can only be locked from the interior. 

You may, therefore, wish to budget for early replacement of the door and frame.  The 

plywood flush faced pedestrian door is in reasonable condition but does appear to 

have suffered forced entry in the past.  The old single glazed softwood window is not 

particularly rotten but is showing some wear and tear and could usefully be replaced 

before too long.  There is some rot in the fascia board around the edge of the flat roof. 

This comprises joists running from side to side from the boundary wall onto a large 

timber beam.  The joists support a plywood deck covered in mineral felt.  The roof 

has a rather limited fall and there is evidence of ponding of rainwater on the uneven 

surface where the felt is clearly of some age and is not adequately protected against 

the deteriorating effects of ultra violet light.  The felt is showing some deterioration 

and is poorly detailed at the abutment of the roof with the rear outrigger to the house. 

The felt has been turned through a 90º upstand in this area.  Thermal movements in 

the roof deck will encourage splitting along the bottom of this upstand, which should 

really have been run over a tilting fillet and there is no cover flashing fixed above the 

upstand.  Accordingly, damp penetration will occur if the upstand works loose.  There 

is,  in fact,  evidence of some past damp penetration to the front right hand corner 

where  there  is  some  staining on timbers.   There  is  also  evidence  of  some  damp 

penetration to the fascia boarding and the joist ends along the left hand side of the 

roof.  Given the apparent age of the felt (the vendors advised that the roof covering 

was last replaced around fifteen years ago), it is very likely that this roof will fail 

before too long and you should budget for its early renewal accordingly at which time 

the detailing of the upstand can be improved.  There is some common furniture beetle 

(woodworm) infestation in the joists at the front of the roof where clean flight holes 
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and fine  trails  of  powdering dust  (known as  frask)  indicate  that  the  indication is 

probably still active.  Common furniture beetle is one of a number of wood boring 

insects that lay their eggs in cracks in timber.  The eggs hatch and the larvae use the 

timber  as  a  food source  before  emerging  as  adult  beetles  so  creating  the  typical 

pattern of flight holes.  This cycle of infestation can continue for many years and can 

eventually result in weakening of timbers to a point of collapse.  Accordingly, you 

should instruct a specialist company to treat the timbers to the garage roof.

D. SERVICES  

1. GENERAL NOTE

We are not plumbers, electricians or gas engineers and we are not qualified to test 

service installations or to report on their condition. The following paragraphs are for 

information only. 

2. WATER

There is a mains water supply.  We did not locate the supply pipe or the stop tap.  The 

supply pipe is probably of the original lead.  If this is revealed during future refitting 

of the kitchen, a replacement alkathene pipe should really be installed as lead pipes 

are  no longer  recommended for health reasons.   Water pressure  was found to be 

adequate.  There are no water storage facilities as hot water is provided direct by the 

combination boiler.  This will prove inconvenient if the boiler breaks down or the 

mains water supply is interrupted.

3. ELECTRICITY

Mains supply with the meter and consumer unit located in a cupboard to the living 

room.   The  property  has  been  rewired  at  some  time  using  pvc  insulated  cable. 

However, this work is of some age and we do not believe the wiring complies with 

current IEE Regulations, particularly in respect of earth bonding of gas and plumbing 

pipework.  In addition, we noted a number of sockets mounted on the skirting boards 

where they will  be prone to impact damage.   We recommend,  therefore, that you 

instruct  an NICEIC approved electrician to check the wiring installation  prior to 

purchase and to provide you with an estimate for any required upgrading or renewal 

to comply with current standards.  Provisionally, our valuation advice assumes that 

essential electrical work will not cost in excess of £500.00 but you should check that 

there is an adequate number of sockets to meet your likely requirements.
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4. GAS

There is a mains gas supply with the meter located in a cupboard to the vestibule.  No 

gas appliances were tested.   

5. DRAINAGE

The property will connect to the public sewer but there is no inspection chamber on 

site.  The risk of hidden defects to the underground drainage system must be accepted 

although we have no reason to suspect any particular problems.  

6. HEATING

There is a gas fired central heating system comprising of balanced flue combination 

boiler located in the bathroom and serving older style steel panel radiators.  You may 

wish  to  have  these  fitted  with  thermostatic  valves  to  control  individual  room 

temperatures rather than rely on the wall thermostat in the hallway.  The boiler was 

operating at the time of our inspection and we have no reason to suspect any major 

defects as the vendors advised that the boiler was replaced around ten years ago and 

has been serviced regularly, if not under a contract, with the last service having been 

carried out relatively recently.  Your legal adviser should request documentation to 

confirm and you may wish to enter into a service contract for the future.

E. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND GENERAL REMARKS  

This is a good size bay fronted mid terraced house probably built in the early part of 

the 20th Century.  Overall, the property is a reasonably well modernised and presented 

example  of  its  type  although  there  is  scope  for  some  further  refurbishment, 

particularly in the kitchen area.  We recommend that you obtain estimates for the 

following:

1. Any  required  upgrading  of  the  electrical  installation  to  comply  with  current 

practice (section D3).

2. Overhaul of rainwater goods and wastepipes including replacement of the gutter 

and downspout to the rear outrigger roof (section C3).

3. Installation of remedial cavity wall ties to the brickwork elevations and provision 

of adequate sub floor air vents (section C4).

4. Treatment of beetle infestation to the garage roof (section C13).
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It is impossible for us to be precise as to the likely cost of these works.  Provisionally, 

we allow a budget sum of around £1750.00 to be confirmed by estimates.

Other items  that  would also be beneficial  but  are not  of  such immediate  concern 

include:

 Replacement of the roof covering and flashings to the front bay.

 Redressing of insulation in the roof space, which should also be ventilated if 

additional insulation is installed.

 Overhaul of chimney brickwork.

 Removal of the textured paintwork to the brickwork elevations.

In addition, you should budget for likely early failure of the flat roof on the garage 

and for  some repair/replacement  of  garage joinery items.   You will  also need to 

monitor  ground  floor  walls  for  any  visible  evidence  of  dampness  and  undertake 

remedial works as necessary.

F. INSURANCE  

We recommend that the property be insured against the usual risks in the minimum 

sum of £163,000 (one hundred and sixty three thousand pounds)

Insurance should be effective from the date of exchange of contracts and should also 

be Index Linked. Please note also that the reinstatement figure for insurance purposes 

has no correlation with the Market Value of the property. 

G. VALUATION  

This is a reasonably popular part of Bury and there has been a strong level of demand 

for terraced houses of this type in recent years.  The property is not perfect but is in 

reasonable order for one of its age and type and we are of the opinion that the agreed 

purchase price of £120,000 (one hundred and twenty thousand pounds), as advised 

by The Royal  Bank of Scotland Plc, is a fair representation of the current market 

value of a freehold interest with the benefit of vacant possession.  You may, however, 

be able to negotiate some allowance in respect of the estimated cost of the essential 

repair works noted at section E.  
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This figure does not make any allowance for costs of disposal or acquisition, or any 

taxation, including VAT, which may fall payable on a sale.

H. LIMITATIONS  

This  Report  should  be  read  in  conjunction  with  the  attached  Conditions  of 

Engagement which were forwarded to you with our confirmation letter of 28th March 

2007.

The comments and opinions expressed in this report are made in good faith and must 

not be mis-represented or repeated out of context to third parties. Should you have 

received  a  copy  of  this  by  electronic  transmission  (e-mail  or  similar),  you  are 

expressly prohibited  from amending  the  report  in  any way.  Brownlow Associates 

cannot  guarantee  that  reports  transmitted  electronically  have  not  been  altered  and 

clients are advised to ensure that they have received the paper copy of the report, 

signed by the Surveyor or an authorised representative of Brownlow Associates before 

committing themselves to purchase or any other legally binding agreement. Brownlow 

Associates accept  no liability whatsoever to third parties in relation to this  report, 

whether transmitted electronically or otherwise. 
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